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New TECHART carbon rear spoiler for the Porsche 911 
Carrera and 911 GT3 Touring models. 
 
Leonberg, 10/06/23 – Iconic racing styling entirely made of carbon fiber: 
refinement specialist TECHART introduces its new Rear Spoiler III for all 
Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe models and the 911 GT3 Touring. 
 
TECHART unveils a head-turning new lightweight rear spoiler for the Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe models 

and the GT3 Touring. The striking new carbon fiber TECHART Rear Spoiler III is now available and 

extends TECHART’s range of aerodynamic options for the 992 generation. 

 

The two-part rear spoiler is easy to install and consists of a paintable carbon fiber base frame and a 

carbon spoiler lip, saving a third in weight compared to the series rear wing. The characteristic spoiler lip 

can be individually matched to the Porsche owner’s vehicle in matt or high gloss visible carbon fiber or 

painted in a desired color of choice. 

 

With the help of aerodynamic simulations during the design and development process of the rear spoiler, 

new integrated air ducts have been constructed. These ensure an improved engine cooling thanks to an 

increased airflow to the intercoolers. The fixed rear spoiler provides high downforce in all driving modes 

and ensures well-balanced aerodynamics even at high speeds. 

 

At www.techart.com/992, Porsche owners and enthusiasts can explore the complete TECHART 

individualization program for the Porsche 911 models. 
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand. The Company. 

 

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global 

standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been 

living this passion for over 30 years. With consistent implementation of own ideas and developments, 

high quality standards and continuous brand development, the company became an internationally 

renowned trademark with sales partners all over the world. 

 

TECHART’s product range offers refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the 

vehicle: aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine 

powerkits, exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior 

personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhouse saddlery and upholstery shop. 

Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer and certified as Authorized Economic 

Operator (AEO-F) by the European Union, TECHART is the premium brand for the refinement of 

Porsche cars worldwide. 
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